
When viewing a user profile you can select the three dots,When viewing a user profile you can select the three dots,
to access blocking and reporting.to access blocking and reporting.  
To block the user, select 'Block'.To block the user, select 'Block'.  
To report the user, select 'Report'.To report the user, select 'Report'.  
Users can choose from the options available by accessingUsers can choose from the options available by accessing
'Report this user to moderators'.'Report this user to moderators'.  
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FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...    

RISKS...RISKS...RISKS...

SAFETY FEATURESSAFETY FEATURESSAFETY FEATURES

WHAT IS IT?WHAT IS IT?WHAT IS IT?

Take time to check it out for yourself. Always promote yourself as a source of
support, and someone to talk to if a child or young person has any concerns.

Advice for keeping children & young people safeAdvice for keeping children & young people safeAdvice for keeping children & young people safe

TOP TIPS...TOP TIPS...

  

Wizz is a free social networking app that allows users to swipeWizz is a free social networking app that allows users to swipe
and chat with real people online, similar to dating apps. Thisand chat with real people online, similar to dating apps. This

includes people near you & around the world. It suggests usersincludes people near you & around the world. It suggests users
"swipe to find a friend" and chat live "instantly with people from"swipe to find a friend" and chat live "instantly with people from
around the world". Users can also join a community and ..around the world". Users can also join a community and .."M"Meeteet

new people. Let loose. Belong together".new people. Let loose. Belong together".  

Interaction with strangers.Interaction with strangers.
Peer pressure.Peer pressure.  
Content being screenshot,Content being screenshot,
maliciously edited & shared.maliciously edited & shared.  
Users are grouped by age. However,Users are grouped by age. However,
adults have still been foundadults have still been found
amongst children's profiles.amongst children's profiles.  
'Friends' can be selected based on'Friends' can be selected based on
their location, age, gender andtheir location, age, gender and
interests. This leaves a user veryinterests. This leaves a user very
vulnerable given personalvulnerable given personal
information shared.information shared.  
Exposure to inappropriate content.Exposure to inappropriate content.

Check the app yourself before making aCheck the app yourself before making a
decision.decision.  
Check privacy settings, and parentalCheck privacy settings, and parental
controls.controls.
Educate children & young people on theEducate children & young people on the
risks of sharing personal information.risks of sharing personal information.  
Get them to consider the risksGet them to consider the risks
associated with being online, how toassociated with being online, how to
seek support and report.seek support and report.  
Talk about real friendships - risk ofTalk about real friendships - risk of
'online friends' and a 'friend of a friend'.'online friends' and a 'friend of a friend'.  
Value children & young people, buildValue children & young people, build
their self-esteem. Most risks onlinetheir self-esteem. Most risks online
come back to self-affirmation.come back to self-affirmation.  


